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Solution: Control Users' Access to Web Content
WebURLs can be grouped into various categories, such as social networking, gambling, pornography, news media, and
shopping. The ProxySG is able to analyze URLs that users request, determine what category the website belongs to, and
restrict access to the categories that your organization deems inappropriate or a potential threat to your network.

Controlling users' access to web content involves selecting a content filtering provider on the ProxySG as well as
configuring policy for URL categories. Symantec offers several content filtering databases:

n Blue Coat WebFilter: the legacy on-box content filtering database (not covered in this solution)
n Intelligence Services (Standard): a subscription to an enhanced on-box content filtering database with basic

web application controls
n Intelligence Services (Advanced): in addition to features of the standard subscription, includes threat risk and

geolocation controls

The Symantec content filtering subscriptions work in tandem withWebPulse, a Symantec service that looks up
categories in the cloud when the URL is not in the on-box database.

Note that third-party providers are also available but not covered in this solution.

Steps

1. Set web services to intercept, such as External HTTP and HTTPS. See "Set Web Services to Intercept" below.

2. Select the content filtering provider for which you have a subscription. See "Select a Content Filtering Provider" on
the next page.

3. Make sure that the cloud-based service, WebPulse, is enabled. See "ConfigureWebPulse Services" on page 7.

4. Determine which categories you want to restrict access to. See "View the List of Available Categories" on page 8.

5. Block "bad" categories. See "Restrict Access to Categories" on page 8.

6. (Optional). See "Restrict Category Access by Time of Day" on page 10.

Set Web Services to Intercept

In transparent ProxySG deployments, Internet applications aren't aware that the proxy is in the network, so the ProxySG
has tomonitor the ports used for their traffic. Themost common ports are 80 (HTTP), 443 (HTTPS), and 1935 (RTMP).

Any transparent traffic that doesn't have a proxy service set to intercept will pass through the proxy's interfaces
unfiltered.

For explicit proxy deployments, client browsers direct all traffic to the appliance on the same port, (typically 80 or 8080).
When explicit traffic is intercepted, the appliance uses an advanced protocol detectionmethod to identify the type of traffic
(HTTP, HTTPS, RTMP, and so on) and handles it according to the standards for that traffic.

Open the Proxy Services page (Configuration > Services > Proxy Services) and set the desired services to Intercept.
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Select a Content Filtering Provider

Symantec offers several content filtering databases:

n Blue Coat WebFilter: the legacy on-box content filtering database (not covered in this solution)
n Intelligence Services (Standard): a subscription to an enhanced on-box content filtering database with basic

web application controls
n Intelligence Services (Advanced): in addition to features of the standard subscription, includes threat risk and

geolocation controls

To control access to websites and web applications, you need to enable the Blue Coat content filtering provider, select the
data source (Blue Coat WebFilter vs. Intelligence Services), and download the latest database.

1. Confirm that you have a Proxy Edition license (not aMACH5 license). The license name appears in the
Management Console banner.

2. Confirm the ProxySG has a valid content filtering subscription:
a. Select Maintenance > Licensing.

b. In SGOS 6.7.4 or higher: Click the Subscription tab.

In earlier versions: Click the View tab.

c. Look for one of the following:

AdvancedWeb Security and Basic Web Applications

StandardWeb Security and Basic Web Applications

d. Locate the expiration date for the subscription andmake sure Content Categories is listed under Data
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feeds.

3. Enable the Blue Coat content filtering provider:
a. Select Configuration > Content Filtering > General.
b. For Blue Coat, select the check box in the Enable column.

c. Click Apply.
4. Download a current content filtering database:

a. Select Configuration > Content Filtering > Blue Coat.

b. For Data Source, select Intelligence Services.
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c. Click Download Now.

Configure WebPulse Services

WebPulse provides an off-box dynamic categorization service for real-time categorization of URLs that are not rated or
categorized in the on-box database. This cloud service blocks malware hosts, rates web content, and provides dynamic
categorization. TheWebPulse cloud service is enabled by default when you use a Blue Coat content filtering database.

1. In the ProxySGManagement Console, select Configuration > Threat Protection > WebPulse.
2. Ensure the Enable WebPulse service check box is selected.
3. Ensure the Perform dynamic categorization check box is selected.
4. Select your preference for performing dynamic categorization:

Immediately - Categorize in real time and wait for the result before proceeding to a requested URL.
In the background -WebPulse runs in the background without waiting for a response when a URL is requested.
The response fromWebPulse is placed into the categorization cache so that when another user requests the same
URL, WebPulse will not process the URL again.
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Below is an example configuration.

View the List of Available Categories

The Blue Coat content filtering database contains a read-only list of available categories. Before setting polices to block
categories, you should review the list to determine which categories you want to restrict.

1. Select Configuration > Content Filtering > General.

2. Click View categories. The list displays in a new window.

If you want to find out which category a URL belongs to, you can test the URL. Select Configuration >
Content Filtering > General, enter the URL, and click Test.

3. To view descriptions for the categories, go to http://sitereview.bluecoat.com/categories.jsp.

Restrict Access to Categories

Youmust create policy rules for each category you want to block. Assuming your default policy is "allow," you can add
policy rules to block specific URL categories you don't want users to access. Use the Visual Policy Manager (VPM) to
create your policy rules.

1. To configure policy in the Visual Policy Manager (VPM), select Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager
> Launch. The VPM opens in a new window.

2. In the VPM, select Policy > Add Web Access Layer.
3. Give theWeb Access Layer a unique name, such as Blocked Categories.
4. Click OK.
5. If necessary, click Add Rule. A new rule displays in theWeb Access Layer.
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6. In the Destination column of the new rule, right-click and select Set.

7. In the Set Destination Object dialog, click New. In the drop down list, select Request URL Category.

8. In the Add Request URLCategory Object dialog, expand the Blue Coat folder. Select the categories you would
like to block.

9. Give the category object a unique name.
10. Click OK. The Request URL Category Object dialog closes.
11. Click OK. The Set Destination Object dialog closes.
12. Click Install Policy.
13. Click OK.
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Restrict Category Access by Time of Day

Some categories, such as Phishing andMalicious Sources/Malnets, should be blocked at all times of the day, while less
dangerous categories, such as Chat/IM and Audio/Video Clips, can be blocked during business hours only.

For example, you can block the Radio/Audio Streams category from 8am to 5pm, allowing employees to stream radio after
business hours.

1. If you have not already done so, create a rule for the categories you want to restrict. See "Restrict Access to
Categories" on page 8.

2. In the rule you want to restrict by time of day, right click the Time column and select Set.

3. In the Set TimeObject dialog, select New > Time.

4. In the Add TimeObject dialog, give your time object a descriptive name, such as Business Hours.

5. Enter the time interval you would like to restrict in the Between section of the Add TimeObject dialog. If desired,
you can enable the time rule to apply only to certain days of the week such as Monday through Friday as shown
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below.

6. Click OK andOK again.
7. Repeat the above steps for any other rule you want to restrict by time of day.
8. Click Install Policy.
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How do I block uncategorized URLs?

Problem: I would like to block all URLs that are uncategorized.

Resolution: Uncategorized URLs are categorized in the category None. Follow the procedure below to deny all
categories in the category None.

1. Open the Visual Policy Manager by selecting Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager > Launch. The
VPM opens in a new window.

2. Add a new rule in aWeb Access Layer. See "Restrict Access to Categories" on page 8.
3. Right-click in the Destination column and select Set > New > Request URL Category.
4. Name the URL category object.
5. Expand System and select None.
6. Click OK to close the dialogs.
7. Right click the Set Action column and select DENY.
8. Click Install policy.
9. Click OK.

This layer should be the last layer in the list, to ensure sites categorized as None will be blocked.

How do I override URL category filtering for a website?

Problem: I would like to allow access to a URL but the category associated with the URL is blocked.

Solution: You can allow access to websites that are denied by your policy by creating a whitelist.

For example, the social media category is blocked, but you would like to allow your employees access to Facebook, you
can do that by creating a white list. To create a white list see the topic "CreateWhitelist" below .

Create Whitelist

A whitelist allows you to allow access to specific websites when the category the URL represents is not allowed. For
example, while pornography is a blocked category, you can use the whitelist to allow access to playboy.com since there
are no nude photographs on its front page.

A policy-based category allows you to groupmanually-defined lists of URLs and domains. You can use these lists in
conjunction with policy actions to define whitelist or blacklist rules. Polices like the whitelist example below provide a final
exemption for all URLs you need your users to always allow access to, regardless of the categories that are blocked
earlier in policy.
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Consider your default proxy policy action when defining rules of this type. The goal of a policy of this type is to contradict
the default policy action as well as that of any preceding policy action that might serve to deny users access to URLs that
are important for the operation of your business.

1. From theManagement Console, select Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager > Launch. The Visual
Policy Manager opens in a new window.

2. Go to theWeb Access Layer containing your rule(s) for denying access to URL categories.

3. Add a new rule above the first rule in the layer.

4. Right click the Destination columnwithin the new rule and select Set.

5. Click New, and select Request URL Category.

6. Name the new Request URLCategory Whitelist.

7. In the Categories section, select Policy and click Add. The VPM prompts you to add a name for the new policy
category object.

8. Name the new policy category object Whitelist_URLs and click OK.

9. Select Whitelist_URLs and click Edit URLs.

10. Enter each of the URLs you want your users to be able to access. Enter one URL per line and click OK when
finished.

URLs that users access via HTTPS will only match against a policy using a policy-based URL object if SSL
interception is used.

11. Select the check box next toWhitelist_URLs.
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12. Click OK to save the new policy object, andOK again to set it as the Destination in this rule.

13. Right-click the Action column, and select Allow.

14. Because the Allow actionmay need to override previous policy decisions, you want to make sure that the rule
you’ve just created applies last. Tomove this layer to the final position:

a. Select Edit > Reorder Layers.

b. Select the URL categories layer, and click Move Down until it is the final entry in the list.

c. Click OK

15. Click Install Policy to commit the new layer to active policy.

You can only create a whitelist if the default proxy policy is set to deny.

How can I fix a URL that's been incorrectly categorized?

Problem: A URL appears to be in the wrong category.

Resolution: If you believe that a URL is associated with the wrong category, you canmake a request to Symantec asking
to change the category of the URL.
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1. Go to http://sitereview.bluecoat.com/sitereview.jsp.
2. Enter the URL and click Check Rating. The category assigned to the URL is displayed. If this is incorrect, fill out

the request form as described in the following steps.
3. In the Filtering Service drop-down dialog, choose Blue Coat ProxySG.
4. Select the category you suggest the site should belong to.
5. Provide as much detail about the website in the Comments and Site Description field.
6. Click Submit for Review.

If the URL is accepted for the specified category, it will be updated within 24 to 48 hours.

As a short term workaround for this issue, you can add the URL to a whitelist (or blacklist). See "CreateWhitelist" on
page 12.
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